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TARGET GROUP

Q7. What is the target group of this scheme?





YOUNG PEOPLE IN



YOUNG ADULTS IN

INITIAL VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

(ABOVE 16 YEAR-OLDS)

UNEMPLOYED

(15-16 YEAR-OLDS)


OTHER (PLEASE
SPECIFY IN THE
DESCRIPTION)

The dual system is open to anyone who has completed compulsory schooling. No
specific target group is defined by the law, and there is no statutory age limit (see also
question 8).

Q8. What is the age of learners?


BETWEEN 15 AND 18

BETWEEN 18 AND 24

ABOVE 24

Learners between 15 and 18 (2014): 421,664 out of 1,409,438 – 29.9%.
Learners between 19 and 24 (2014): 852,918 out of 1,409,438 – 60.5 %.
Learners above 24 (2014): 134,856 out of 1,409,438 – 9.6%.
Source: Statistisches Bundesamt 2015, p. 55
Link:
https://www.destatis.de/DE/Publikationen/Thematisch/BildungForschungKultur/Schulen/IntegrierteAusbildungsberichterstattung5211201147004.pdf?
__blob=publicationFile
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OVERVIEW OF THE SCHEME

Q9. Is the scheme included in the ISCED 2011 mapping?

 
YES

NO

Programme code: 03.05, ISCED 2011 level: 354

Q10. Is the scheme part of the VET system?



YES, IT IS THE MAIN
ROUTE IN THE VET SYSTEM





YES, BUT IT IS

NO, IT IS AN

CONSIDERED A SECOND-

ALTERNATIVE PATHWAY

CHANCE ROUTE

OUTSIDE OF FORMAL VET

The dual system accounts for about 70% of the learners in the VET system (see
question 17).

Q11. When was the scheme introduced?


LONG HISTORY
(BEFORE 2000)

RECENTLY

NEW PATHWAY

INTRODUCED (BETWEEN

(AFTER 2012)

2000-2012)

For the origins of the dual system see question 5. The last significant amendments of
the system were the introduction of holistic ‘learning areas’ in the VET schools in the
1990s and the establishment of two-year training programmes from the early 2000s
on.

Q12. How did the apprenticeship scheme originate?


TRADITIONAL

CRAFTSMANSHIP



SCHOOL-BASED VET
TRACK BY INCLUDING


PROGRAMMES FOR

THE UNEMPLOYED (ACTIVE

(MASTER-APPRENTICE

MORE WORK-BASED

LABOUR MARKET

RELATION) TO PREPARE

LEARNING TO SUPPLY

MEASURES) TO FACILITATE

APPRENTICES FOR THE

SKILLED WORKFORCE TO

INTEGRATION ON THE

OCCUPATION

MATCH LABOUR MARKET

LABOUR MARKET

NEEDS


OTHER

Q13. What are the major sources of financing of the in-company training
part of the apprenticeship scheme?



BY COMPANIES
HOSTING APPRENTICES





BY EMPLOYERS

BY THE STATE FROM

THROUGH SECTORAL

THE EDUCATION BUDGET

FUNDS





BY THE STATE FROM


OTHER

BY EU FUNDING

THE LABOUR / SOCIAL
SECURITY BUDGET

Employers cover the apprentices’ remuneration, the operational costs for in-company
training and the fees for the chambers. The costs for VET schools are covered by the
Länder governments from their education budgets.

Q14. Are there any financial incentives for companies that offer
apprenticeship places?

 
YES, SUBSIDIES


YES, OTHER
INCENTIVES

YES, TAX
DEDUCTIONS


NO FINANCIAL
INCENTIVES

There are no financial incentives in general, however apprenticeship places may be
subsidised by the federal government or the Länder governments under the provisions
of the Social Security Code (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2013, p. 20). The practical
relevance of such publicly funded training places is low as evidenced by the fact that
the share of these places in relation to all newly concluded apprenticeship contracts has
dropped from 8.1% in 2009 to 3.6% in 2015 (BMBF 2016, p. 28).

Q15. Is the scheme temporary, meaning that it is financed for a limited
period of time?


YES


NO

Q16. How many learners are enrolled in this scheme?
1,409,438
Learners enrolled in 2014: 1,409,438.

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt 2015, p. 11
Link:
https://www.destatis.de/DE/Publikationen/Thematisch/BildungForschungKultur/Schulen/IntegrierteAusbildungsberichterstattung5211201147004.pdf?
__blob=publicationFile

Q17. How many learners are enrolled in this scheme in relation to all VET
students?

  
THE MAIN VET TRACK

STRONG VET TRACK

MINOR TRACK (SMALL

(MAJORITY OF VET

(IMPORTANT SHARE OF

SHARE OF LEARNERS -

LEARNERS - MORE THAN

VET LEARNERS - BETWEEN

BETWEEN 10% AND 30%)

60% OF VET LEARNERS)

30%-60%)





VERY SMALL TRACK
(LESS THAN 10%)

APPRENTICES ARE
NOT CONSIDERED AS
LEARNERS (THEY ARE
EMPLOYEES)

Ratio of learners enrolled in the dual system and VET learners in total (2014): 1.409
million out of 1.896 million – 74.3%.
Ratio of new entries into the dual system and new entries into VET in total (2014):
481,136 out of 700,516 – 68.7%.

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt 2015, pp. 7 and 11
Link:
https://www.destatis.de/DE/Publikationen/Thematisch/BildungForschungKultur/Schulen/IntegrierteAusbildungsberichterstattung5211201147004.pdf?
__blob=publicationFile

Q18. How many learners are enrolled in the scheme in relation to all
programmes for learners of the same age group?

  
THE MAIN TRACK

STRONG TRACK

MINOR TRACK (SMALL

(MAJORITY OF LEARNERS -

(IMPORTANT SHARE OF

SHARE OF LEARNERS -

MORE THAN 60% OF ALL

ALL LEARNERS - BETWEEN

BETWEEN 10% AND 30%)

LEARNERS)

30%-60%)


VERY SMALL TRACK
(LESS THAN 10%)

Ratio of learners enrolled in the dual system and those in all programmes for the same
age group (2014): 1,409,438 out of 3,554,524 – 39.7%.
Ratio of new entries into the dual system and new entries into all programmes for the
same age group (2014): 481,136 out of 1,473,480 – 32.7%.
Source: Statistisches Bundesamt 2015, pp. 7 and 11

Link:
https://www.destatis.de/DE/Publikationen/Thematisch/BildungForschungKultur/Schulen/IntegrierteAusbildungsberichterstattung5211201147004.pdf?
__blob=publicationFile

NB: The figures above refer to programmes directly accessible after lower secondary
education (i.e. VET, general upper secondary education and the ‘transitional system’)
and do not include higher education.
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QUALIFICATIONS

Q19. Does the apprenticeship scheme result in a qualification?





YES

NO

Q20. Which is the type of qualification obtained through the
apprenticeship scheme?





EDUCATIONAL
QUALIFICATION

OCCUPATIONAL /
SECTORAL QUALIFICATION

The names of the qualifications obtained through apprenticeship in the dual system
vary between occupational sectors, however the qualifications are fully equivalent in
the sense that they all require the same type of training and give evidence of the same
level of professional competence. Hence the qualifications specified below can be
regarded as one single type of qualification, which is why they are frequently grouped
together under the generic term ‘Lehrabschluss’ (completed vocational training), which
is also used in the ISCED 2011 mapping.
The qualification awarded in the sector of skilled crafts is termed ‘Gesellenbrief’
(‘journeyman’s certificate’).
The qualification awarded in the sector of engineering and industrial occupations is
termed ‘Facharbeiterbrief’ (‘skilled worker’s certificate’).
The qualification awarded in business and commercial occupations is known by the
neutral term ‘IHK-Prüfungszeugnis’ (certificate of final examination at the chamber of
industry and commerce), which has been replacing the traditional title of
‘Kaufmannsgehilfenbrief’ (‘business clerk’s certificate’) since 2000.
All of the above-mentioned qualifications are awarded by the competent bodies
according to the Vocational Training Act, i.e. the chambers of commerce, chambers of
craft trades and the sectoral chambers for some business sectors (see section 71 of the
Vocational Training Act). The qualifications are based on occupational profiles defined in
the training ordinances for each occupation, but they also have the status of diplomas
or certificates that are recognised within the education system. Accordingly, the
qualifications of the dual system may count not only as occupational but also as
educational qualifications.

Q21. Is the qualification included in the National Qualification Framework
(NQF)?


YES


NO



THERE IS NO NQF

The level within the German Qualifications Framework (DQR) depends on the duration
of the programme. Qualifications awarded after 3 or 3 ½ years, which is the duration of
the vast majority of apprenticeship programmes, belong to level 4. Qualifications
related to 2-year apprenticeships belong to level 3 (see also question 24).

Q22. How does the qualification link to the scheme?


IT IS A SPECIFIC TYPE
OF QUALIFICATION WHICH
CAN ONLY BE OBTAINED
THROUGH THIS


THE SAME
QUALIFICATION CAN BE
ACHIEVED ALSO THROUGH
OTHER PROGRAMMES (I.E.
SCHOOL-BASED VET)

APPRENTICESHIP SCHEME

Apart from the regular apprenticeship pathway, qualifications in the dual system may
be obtained through two alternative schemes. On the one hand, they can be achieved
through school-based VET, which may be offered in the form of full-time instruction at
regular public VET schools or in the form of government- sponsored courses at private
training providers. This school-based track targets young people who were unable to
find a regular company-based training place as well as adults who need to undergo
retraining. The training programme is completed with the same chamber examination
as the regular apprenticeship programme (section 43, paragraph 2 of the Vocational
Training Act).

The second alternative route towards an apprenticeship qualification is the so-called
‘Externenprüfung’ (examination of external candidates), which means the exceptional
admission of learners to the final examination at a chamber of commerce without prior
formal training. Learners who give evidence of a period of relevant work experience
that is at least one and a half times as long as the regular training period for the
occupation in question can be admitted to the final examination (section 45, paragraph
2 of the Vocational Training Act). Technically this route is not an alternative training
programme but a procedure for the validation and recognition of prior learning.

Q23. Does the scheme provide direct access to higher education?


YES


NO

Unlike learners with a CVET qualification (e.g. master craftsperson), graduates of IVET
programmes in the dual system do not have direct access to higher education.
However, according to the resolution of the Standing Conference of the Ministers of
Education and Cultural Affairs (KMK) of 6 March 2009 on the access of vocationally
qualified learners to higher education, learners who give evidence of a completed
apprenticeship (or equivalent VET programme outside the dual system) of at least two
years plus three years of relevant work experience can have access to cognate higher
education programmes if they pass a specific admission test. Alternatively, they may be
admitted on probation for a period of one year. The Länder have amended their higher
education acts accordingly.
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DURATION

Q24. What is the duration of the VET pathway? (please refer to the typical
duration)
3 or 3 ½ years
The training period in most occupations is 3 or 3 ½ years (36 or 42 months) depending
on the occupation. The duration is specified for each occupation in the respective
training ordinance (‘Ausbildungsverordnung’). Apprentices with an advanced school-

leaving certificate such as the ‘Abitur’ (university entrance qualification) have the
opportunity to reduce the training period by one year.
In addition to these ‘standard’ apprenticeship programmes, apprenticeships with a
duration of 2 years were introduced as a stepping stone for learners who might find a
full-fledged training programme too challenging. These programmes account for about
8% of all learners enrolled in the dual system (see BMBF 2016, p. 36).

Q25. How is the length of stay in apprenticeships defined in the
regulation?





IS DEFINED AS

IS DEFINED AS

IS DEFINED AS

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM




IS NOT DEFINED BY
REGULATION

As explained above, each training ordinance specifies the regular duration of the
programme in question (24, 36 or 42 months). However, the chambers may grant
permission to conclude an apprenticeship contract that foresees a longer or shorter
length of stay (section 8 of the Vocational Training Act). The above-mentioned reduction
of the training period by one year for holders of the ‘Abitur’ or equivalent is an example.
In addition, the apprenticeship may be extended for a maximum of one year to enable
the learner to re-take the final examination (section 21, paragraph 3 of the Vocational
Training Act).

Q26. Is there a distinction between the training and working period for the
time spent at workplace, as per regulation?

 
YES, THE LEGAL

5

NO, THE LEGAL

FRAMEWORK MAKES THIS

FRAMEWORK MAKES NO

DISTINCTION

DISTINCTION

ALTERNATION OF WORK-BASED (IN-COMPANY) TRAINING AND
SCHOOL-BASED TRAINING

Q27. Is in-company training a compulsory part of the scheme, as per
regulation?

 
YES

NO

According to section 2, paragraph 1 of the Vocational Training Act, vocational education
and training takes place:
1. in enterprises and similar organisations;
2. in VET schools; and

3. in other institutions such as inter-company training centres.
Cooperation between the above-mentioned learning venues is mandatory (section 2,
paragraph 2 of the Vocational Training Act).

Q28. Is there a minimum share of time of the apprenticeship spent in incompany training compulsory as per regulation?



YES, EQUIVALENT OR
MORE THAN 50%



YES, BETWEEN 20%



YES, LESS THAN 20%

AND 50%


NO, NO MINIMUM
SHARE IS COMPULSORY

The Vocational Training Act does not specify a minimum share for the company-based
part. However, the regulations on the school component of the dual system direct that
the VET school is a part-time school with 12 hours per week (see also next question). In
relation to the notional working time of 40 hours per week, the share of in-company
training can thus be estimated at 70%. The exact percentage depends on the single
training programme.

Q29. What is the form of alternation of training between workplace
(company) and school / training centre?



EVERY WEEK
INCLUDES BOTH VENUES


A LONGER PERIOD (1-



ONE OR MORE WEEKS
(LESS THAN 1 MONTH)



ONE OR MORE
MONTHS (LESS THAN 1

SPENT AT VET SCHOOL

YEAR) SPENT AT VET

FOLLOWED BY ONE OR

SCHOOL FOLLOWED BY

MORE WEEKS AT

ONE OR MORE MONTHS AT

WORKPLACE

WORKPLACE




OTHER

VARIOUS - DEPENDS

2 YEARS) SPENT AT VET

ON VET SCHOOL /

SCHOOL FOLLOWED BY A

TRAINING CENTRE

LONGER PERIOD SPENT
TRAINING AT WORKPLACE


NOT SPECIFIED

According to the KMK agreement on VET schools (KMK resolution of 12 March 2015),
schooling within the dual system is organised as part-time instruction, which may take
place every week or in ‘blocks’ of one or more weeks followed by one or more weeks at
the workplace. The schedule for the lessons is drawn up by the Länder authorities,
taking into consideration the regional and local needs (point 3.2 of the agreement on
VET schools). The minimum amount of schooling is 12 hours per week, 8 of which must
be allocated to the vocational discipline while the remainder consists of general
subjects. The details are specified in the curriculum documents for the different training
programmes (points 4.1 and 4.2 of the agreement on VET schools).

Source: KMK 2015a
(http://www.kmk.org/fileadmin/Dateien/veroeffentlichungen_beschluesse/2015/2015_03_12RV-Berufsschule.pdf)
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FORMAL RELATIONSHIP WITH THE EMPLOYER

Q30. Is any contractual arrangement between the learner, company
and/or education and training provider, required as per regulation?





YES

NO

Any employer who hires a person for the purpose of training is obliged to conclude an
apprenticeship contract with that person (section 10, paragraph 1 of the Vocational
Training Act). The contract, which must be in writing, must specify the occupation in
which the learner is to be trained and draw up a training schedule. Moreover, it must
include provisions on the training period, working and training hours, training measures
outside the company (if any), salary and paid leave (section 11, paragraph 1 of the
Vocational Training Act).

Q31. Which parties enter a contractual relationship?

  
LEARNER AND
EMPLOYER

LEARNER, EMPLOYER

EDUCATION AND

AND THE EDUCATION AND

TRAINING INSTITUTION

TRAINING INSTITUTION

AND THE EMPLOYER (NOT
THE LEARNER)




OTHER

NO CONTRACT IS
REQUIRED

The apprenticeship contract is concluded between the employer (training enterprise)
and the learner (see also question 30).

Q32. What is the nature of the contract?



APPRENTICESHIPS



APPRENTICESHIPS


FORMAL AGREEMENT,

ARE A SPECIFIC CONTRACT

ARE A FORM OF

NOT COVERED BY THE

COVERED BY THE LABOUR

EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT

LABOUR CODE

CODE

According to the Vocational Training Act, apprenticeship contracts are a special type of
contract to which the provisions of the Labour Code apply ‘unless specified otherwise’
(see section 10, paragraph 2 of the Vocational Training Act).

Q33. Where is the contract registered?





AT THE EDUCATION



AT THE EMPLOYMENT

AND TRAINING

AT THE CHAMBERS

OFFICE

INSTITUTION




OTHER

AT THE MINISTRY OF
EDUCATION

Each competent body (i.e. chamber) is required by the law to operate a register of
apprenticeship contracts for its district. The information entered in the register includes
the personal data of the apprentice, the name and contact details of the employer, the
occupation in which the apprentice is to be trained, and the period for which the
contract is concluded (section 34 of the Vocational Training Act).

Q34. What is the status of the learner?



APPRENTICE IS A


STUDENT


EMPLOYEE

SPECIFIC STATUS


OTHER

As explained above (question 32), the contract between learner and employer is
governed by the labour legislation unless specified otherwise in the Vocational Training
Act, which means that in principle the learner has the status of an employee. However,
the Vocational Training Act assigns some specific rights and duties to the apprentices.
Apprentices have the duty to develop their professional competence and to contribute
to the successful completion of the training programme, in particular by performing
training tasks as instructed and attending training measures they are assigned to
(section 13 of the Vocational Training Act). Apprentices are entitled to paid leave in
order to attend their classes at the VET school as well as external courses, if applicable
(sections 15 and 18 of the Vocational Training Act).
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REMUNERATION

Q35. Do apprentices receive a salary, allowance or compensation?


YES, ALL


YES, ALL



APPRENTICES

APPRENTICES RECEIVE A

APPRENTICES RECEIVE AN

RECEIVE A

SALARY (TAXABLE

ALLOWANCE (NOT A FORM

REIMBURSEMENT OF

INCOME)

OF TAXABLE INCOME)

EXPENSES





COMPENSATION IS

NO FORM OF

POSSIBLE BUT NOT

COMPENSATION IS

REQUIRED

FORESEEN BY LAW

The salary or remuneration (‘Vergütung’ according to the wording of the Vocational
Training Act) is determined by collective agreements and depends on the occupational
sector. Employers who are not a member of any of the employer associations so that
the collective agreements are not binding for them may still choose to pay the amounts
fixed therein on a voluntary basis, but they are also free to pay a salary which is up to
20% lower. The average remuneration of apprentices in West Germany ranges from €
494 per month for hairdressers to over € 1,050 for several occupations in engineering,
technology and construction. In East Germany the average salaries are lower, ranging
from € 269 for hairdressers to approximately € 1,000 for the above-mentioned
technology-related occupations.
Source: BIBB 2016
(https://www.bibb.de/dokumente/pdf/a21_dav_Gesamtuebersicht_Ausbildungsverguetungen_2015.pdf)

The salary is provided for the whole duration of the training. According to section 18 of
the Vocational Training Act, apprentices are entitled to the salary also during the
periods in the vocational school as well as during their preparation for the final
examination.

Q36. Who pays the salary / allowance of the apprentice?



EMPLOYERS

8




OTHER

STATE

RESPONSIBILITY OF EMPLOYERS

Q37. Is the company hosting apprentices required to provide training at
the workplace?

 
YES, OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE TRAINING AT THE

YES, IT IS REQUIRED


YES, REQUIRED BY
OTHER REGULATIONS

BY LAW

WORKPLACE IS REQUIRED
IN THE CONTRACT


NO, NOT REQUIRED
FORMALLY

The employer is required to take care that the apprentice is equipped with the
professional competence they need to complete the training programme successfully.
To this end, the employer must see to it that the training is carried out according to a
proper schedule and organised in such a way that the learning objectives can be
attained within the agreed training period (section 14, paragraph 1, point 1 of the
Vocational Training Act).

Q38. What are the requirements on training companies, as per
regulation?





HAVE TO PROVIDE A
MENTOR / TUTOR /



HAVE TO PROVIDE

HAVE TO ENSURE

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

LEARNING SUPPORT

TRAINER




OTHER

HAVE TO DEVELOP A
TRAINING PLAN

The employer must either be personally fit and technically competent to train on his/her
own, or designate a qualified trainer to do so (section 14, paragraph 1, point 2 in
association with section 28, paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Vocational Training Act).
Training companies must be suitable for implementing a training programme at their
own premises but may delegate specific training activities to other companies or
training centres if some part of an occupational profile is not covered by their own
business operations (section 27 of the Vocational Training Act). They also have to
provide the means that are necessary for the apprentices to pursue their training,
especially tools and working materials (section 14, paragraph 1, point 3 of the
Vocational Training Act).

Q39. Are there any sanctions on companies that do not provide training
to apprentices at the workplace?





YES

NO

There is no sanction that explicitly relates to training at the workplace. However,
companies that do not comply with the general requirements mentioned above may be
prohibited from hiring and training apprentices (section 33 of the Vocational Training
Act).

Q40. What is the role of chambers, employers' and employees'
representatives (social partners), sectoral councils (if existent), in
apprenticeships, as per regulation?



ROLES IN DESIGNING



ROLES IN FINAL



ROLES IN QUALITY

QUALIFICATIONS/

ASSESSMENT OF

ASSURANCE OF WORK-

CURRICULA

APPRENTICES

BASED VET


RESPONSIBLE FOR
THE REGULATION OF THE
CONTRACT


OTHER


NO ROLE

The chambers are ‘competent bodies’ for the supervision of apprenticeships (section 71
of the Vocational Training Act). They are responsible for the registration of
apprenticeship contracts (section 34), the monitoring of employers’ compliance with the
requirements on training companies (section 32), the organisation of final assessments
(section 39) and the provision of advice and support for training companies (section
76).
Employers’ and employees’ representatives participate in the supervision of VET at the
local level and in the design of curricula at the national level. They are represented in
the boards of examiners at the chambers (section 40) and the VET advisory boards at
the chambers (section 77). At the national level, employer associations and trade
unions are represented in the governing board of the Federal Institute for Vocational
Education and Training (section 92, paragraph 3 of the Vocational Training Act).
According to the memorandum of understanding between the federal and Länder
governments on the development of VET curricula, the employer associations and trade
unions at the national level have to be consulted when a curriculum is newly developed
or amended (KMK 2011, pp. 6-8).

